» O b i t u a r y O n January 14, 2017, we received the devastating news that our dear friend and colleague, Roberto Tempo, suddenly passed away during a ski mountaineering trip in the Alps.
Roberto was born in 1956 in Cuorgnè, a town in the northwestern part of Italy, only 5 km from the small village of Castellamonte, where he had lived since 1991 and from where he frequently started his excursions into his beloved mountains. He received a degree in electrical engineering from Politecnico di Torino in 1980. After graduation, he joined the National Research Council of Italy at the research institute IEIIT, Torino, where he was the director of Research of Systems and Computer Engineering from 1991 until he passed away. Roberto also held visiting and research positions at Tsinghua University and the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing, Kyoto University, The University of Tokyo, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, German Aerospace Research Organization in Oberpfaffenhofen, and Columbia University in New York City.
RObERTO TEMpO: A GREAT RESEARChER by Fabrizio Dabbene
If I had to choose a single term that summarizes the evolution of Roberto's research, it would be "uncertain systems." An interest in finding new ways to acquire knowledge in uncertain environments permeated all his research.
In the first years of his career, he focused on methods and algorithms for set membership identification in the presence of bounded uncertainty. In this area, he published several important papers on robust estimation and filtering for complex systems.
In the late 1980s, Roberto was attracted to the then-emerging field of robust control, in particular the area sparked from the popularization of Kharitonov's theorem. He rapidly became one of the leading figures in the analysis of systems affected by parametric uncertainty. His contributions were numerous and substantial, leading to important recognition such as the International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) Outstanding Paper Prize Award for the three-year period of 1990-1992, for a paper published in Automatica, "The Robust Root Locus," and the nomination to IEEE Fellow in 2000 for his "contributions to robust identification and control of uncertain systems."
Roberto's vision, curiosity, and interest in new ideas were unmatched. His attitude, paired with exceptional technical skills and devotion to rigorous work, allowed him to pioneer several research areas. In the late 1990s, motivated by the inherent limitations of existing robustness theory, he was one of the pioneers of a new framework based on the concept of probabilistic robustness. He brought attention to the importance of randomized algorithms to the control community, which provide probabilistic guarantees that given specifications are met with polynomial time computations.
On these topics, he published a number of fundamental papers, and the book Randomized Algorithms for Analysis and Control of Uncertain Systems (Springer), with the first edition in 2005 and the second in 2013. I had the honor of coauthoring these volumes along with Giuseppe Calafiore. The key role played by Roberto in this new research area was recognized in the citation accompanying his IFAC Fellow award in 2007, "for pioneering the probabilistic approach to robustness."
Roberto was always well aware that a good theory needs to be easily accessible to users. For this reason, he pursued the development of software tools for deterministic and probabilistic design of uncertain control systems. This led to the RACT and R-RoMulOC Matlab toolboxes. The field of probabilistic design is now mature, and many different application areas have benefited from its results, ranging from aerospace control to multi-agent systems.
It was Roberto's study of complex networked uncertain systems that led to a key insight: His intuition allowed him to realize how randomized methods could be applied to finding distributed solutions of large-scale problems. Furthermore, his work on the distributed computation for the PageRank problem was awarded the IEEE Control Systems Magazine Outstanding Paper Award in 2015, for the article "The PageRank Problem, Multi-Agent Consensus, and Web Aggregation: A Systems and Control Viewpoint," coauthored with Hideaki Ishii.
Recently, he found applications of systems theory in even wider venues, such as the study of social network dynamics. In this area, Roberto obtained important results providing insights into rather delicate and unexpected phenomena apropos to the Roberto was not only a first-class scholar but also a strong believer in the importance of serving the control community. In his illustrious career, he was heavily involved in the IEEE Control Systems Society (CSS) and IFAC activities. His service in many different editorial roles was outstanding. He was editor for technical notes and correspondence for IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control from 2005 to 2009 and senior editor from 2011 to 2014. From 1996 to 2014, he served as the editor for system and control theory for Automatica. In 2015, he became editor-in-chief and served in this capacity until he passed away.
Roberto played an important role in the organization of several top conferences. He was program chair of the first joint IEEE Conference on Decision and Control (CDC)/European Control Conference in Seville, Spain, in 2005. He was also involved in the organization of the IFAC World Congress in Milano in 2011. I know firsthand that he was most proud of his organization of the first CDC ever held in Italy: CDC 2013 in Florence, for which he served as general cochair together with his good colleague and friend Thomas Parisini. We all remember Roberto for his positive and even-keeled nature, always smiling and spreading calmness. The only time I saw him really nervous was the evening before the opening of CDC 2013! Roberto was a great leader and served in prestigious organizational roles. He was CSS vice-president for conference activities (2002) (2003) , an officer of IFAC, and in 2010 he served as president of the CSS, becoming the first "non-AngloSaxon" president of our Society. He liked to joke about this fact. The impact that Roberto had in our community is hard to overstate. In every new scientific venture that he embarked upon, he significantly advanced the state of knowledge. He was a wonderful communicator. His talks were always clear and highly inspiring, and he spent an incredible amount of time making sure that his papers were clear and to the point.
Roberto Tempo was a true scholar and a gentleman. He was creative and innovative in his science, respectful and caring both to colleagues and students, and a role model to all who came to know him personally. He is dearly missed.
RObERTO TEMpO: A GREAT huMAN bEING by B. Ross Barmish
What follows is a stream of consciousness of sorts that will hopefully give the reader a good idea of what Roberto Tempo was all about as a human being. Although this is my narrow perspective, perhaps it will stimulate others to recollect the different ways that they knew him, in many ways probably unknown to me.
Roberto was a multifaceted individual. His unexpected passing was
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roberto tempo was a true scholar and a gentleman.
devastating not only to me but also to the entire control community. It was certainly a thousand times more devastating to his dear wife Cristina and his beloved daughter Giulia. To provide some perspective for my comments, I begin by noting that Roberto and I have been in frequent contact for more than 30 years. Even though it is almost 11 months since he passed away, some of our great memories still come to mind on a daily basis. Truth be told, writing this tribute to Roberto is rather therapeutic for me. Hopefully, this sampling of my recollections will provide comfort to others as well.
From Colleague to Friend
We did not begin as friends. Over a period covering more than three decades, a transformation occurred. We began as colleagues in the mid-1980s with interactions involving many common research interests on robustness problems. By the time he passed away in 2017, the friendship component of our relationship exceeded the professional component. Even during the last decade of his life, when our research directions had markedly diverged, we were in constant communication and meeting frequently.
Our First Meeting
I viewed Roberto as a 28-year-old "kid" when we first met during his semesterlong visit to Columbia University's Computer Science Department in 1985. I am sure he did not view me the same way. Although I was only 36 at the time, to him I was "experienced." I think he viewed me as a mentor. Roberto's visit to Columbia was largely motivated by his interest in information-based complexity theory. At the time, three of the leaders in this area, Henryk Wozniakowski, Greg Wasilkowski, and Joe Traub, were there. Given our shared interest in uncertain systems, Roberto invited me to visit with him at Columbia for a few days. Although we had not previously met, I already was aware of the outstanding research on uncertain systems going on at his university, Politecnico di Torino, and other places in Italy. Of particular note, I greatly admired the work of his dissertation advisor, Mario Milanese, and was keenly interested in the work on norm uncertain systems by two of Roberto's colleagues, Francesco Donati and Donato Carlucci.
A Shared Sense of Humor
My perception is that many people in the control field do not know that Roberto had a great sense of humor. Over the years, when Roberto's name came up in discussions with colleagues, he was frequently described as being kind, fair, generous, warm and professional. The words "comical" and "funny" were rarely mentioned. I found Roberto quite comical. In fact, a shared sense of humor was arguably the driver for our long relationship.
I recall laughing on many occasions when Roberto sought my advice on topics that I knew little to nothing about. My standard answer when he solicited such advice was that I knew "epsilon" more than him about such matters. He would then ask me if epsilon was a small number, and I would immediately answer "yes." Then we would both start laughing. And how can I ever forget how uproariously we laughed when Roberto told me the story of the time his wife Cristina was kind enough to drive with him to Malpensa Airport, about two hours from their home, for his international flight? Unfortunately, Roberto forgot to pass the car keys back to Cristina and boarded his flight. Suffice it to say, he was in deep trouble. Over the years, we also discovered many other common interests such as a love of mountains and concern for the environment. In addition, we identified some minor differences. For example, he was even more "progressive" than me on political matters.
The Period 1986-1989
This was undoubtedly our most intense four years of research collaboration and is highlighted by our work on robust stability. This period included frequent research visits by Roberto to Madison and by me to Torino. In addition to working on our research problems, we also organized many short courses and workshops at various locations. When Roberto first visited with me for a few weeks in 1986, I came to know one of his great attributes: excellence in communication. He constantly pursued the simplest and most straightforward explanations for complex technical matters. Simply put, he was a great communicator-research ideas flowed easily between us. Little did I know at that time that he was destined to become editor-in-chief of Automatica nearly 30 years later.
During this late-1980s period, our minds were keyed into robust stability and the important paper on this topic by Kharitonov. I found it ironic that, during his first visit to Madison in 1986, we did not concentrate on robust stability at all. Instead, we got sidetracked into a collaboration with my good colleague, Chris DeMarco. The three of us ended up writing a 1987 CDC paper that is destined to languish in obscurity. And, truthfully, I can barely remember what that paper was all about.
The Ivrea, Fiat, and Castellamonte Period I recall so many wonderful occasions visiting Roberto's home in Ivrea. How vividly I remember all our notes spread out on his dining room table and our lengthy hikes in the mountains nearby. His parents, Bruno and Nini, always made me feel so welcome in their home. I remember so many great discussions with Bruno, one of Italy's leading anesthesiologists, about some of the latest advances in his field.
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Warmth and hospitality were family traits. I smile as I recall some of our best research ideas being discussed after drinking an excess of grappa, a grape-based alcoholic beverage, in his remote alpine cottage in the village of Ceresole. How can I ever forget how much we laughed upon formulating our so-called "Grappa Conjecture" for robust stability? It was even funnier six months later when we determined the conjecture to be false. In the latter part of this time period, I frequently visited with Roberto and Cristina at their home in Castellamonte. By this time, we were good friends, and this marked the beginning of my friendship with Cristina. I should add that she enjoyed our emphasis on humor. The three of us had so many great times.
This was also the period when we worked on several projects over a three-year period with the control group, led by Maurizio Abate, at the Fiat Research Center in Orbassano, Italy. We visited Fiat three or four times per year and often brought colleagues such as Ted Davison, Michael Fan, and John Doyle to provide short courses. Without any doubt, the part of the Fiat project that we enjoyed most involved the development of the controller for its four-wheel steering system. For the next 20 years, Roberto and I laughed nonstop every time we reminisced about the first field test of our steering control algorithm.
The Fiat engineers took us to an outdoor racetrack, strapped us into a Maserati, and told us that our algorithm was about to be tested. It all happened so fast that we had little time to voice our objections about what was about to happen. The engineers pointed to a laptop sitting on the backseat, which they claimed was running our algorithm. A moment later, a race car driver hopped into the driver's seat and rapidly accelerated to about 200 km/h. I believe that the Fiat engineers had many laughs as our faces indicated sheer panic. What a great prank! We should have known that they were not crazy enough to have our algorithm controlling such a fastmoving vehicle. Later that day, we also laughed as we discussed the possibility of embellishing the story when relating it to others. Would it be OK to tell our colleagues that Mario Andretti was the driver? Of course not!
Roberto the Gifted Athlete
Over the years, I have always been impressed by Roberto's natural athletic ability. When he arrived in Madison in the late 1980s for a semester-long visit, I recall him instantly expressing a desire to take up long-distance running. After all, mountain activities were not readily available in the flat American Midwest, and he needed his "daily fix" of vigorous physical activity. I had no problem accommodating him. When I mentioned to my running group that a colleague from Italy would like to join us on our daily runs, a few of them, who were experienced marathoners, expressed concern that they might be "held up" because Roberto had virtually zero previous running experience. These friends lived to eat their words. Roberto began running with us in early September. By the end of November, he was not only competitive with the strongest members of the group but also had one entry in his "running CV" that none of the others could claim: he completed a 50-km race in a highly respectable time. Although I do not remember his 50K time, his 42K split, approximately the distance of a full marathon, was about 3 h and 30 min. What a spectacular accomplishment! HIkES, RUnS, And MORE HUMOR Over the years, I remember literally dozens of amazing hikes and runs with Roberto in many locations around the world. Often, when working on a technical problem at some beautiful conference location, we would go out on the roads for an hour or two and run and talk nonstop. One of those runs was particularly memorable.
In the early 1990s at a workshop in the hills outside Jerusalem, we took off on a run with two colleagues, Kris Hollot and Frank Kraus. At that time, we were collaborating with them on our so-called "Sixteen Plant" paper. The area we were in looked rather war torn-small mountain villages with buildings pock-marked with bullet holes. Given the tensions in the Middle East at the time, about ten years later, we reached the conclusion that the run was rather unsafe and unwise. Consistent with our shared sense of humor, we laughed about it as we referred to ourselves as "idiots."
This was not the only time we referred to ourselves as idiots. Once in the early 1990s, we went out running on the roads in Torino and got locked out of Roberto's apartment because we forgot to take the key. To make matters worse, this was a day when Cristina
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had a particularly heavy schedule of meetings at work. After she came home to open the door for us, I recall having to console Roberto over a beer. He knew he was in trouble.
Over the entire period of our relationship, Roberto was always impressed by feats of athletic prowess. During the last five years of his life he was constantly sending me URLs with news stories that interested him-stories about amazing rock climbers, mountain runners, or whatever. At one point, he even tried to interest me in joining him for some obscure high-altitude marathon in Tibet. After I told him he was nuts, we laughed. We seemed to laugh continuously over the years.
Roberto The Minimalist
I would be remiss if I did not mention one particular characteristic of Roberto that I really admired: his love of the simple pleasures of life, uncomplicated by fanfare or pomp and circumstance. Let me explain with an example. How well I recall that "weekend trip" from Madison to Castellamonte to attend his marriage to Cristina. I did not know what to expect. The ceremony took place in the village town hall. Unlike American celebrations, which often include undue emphasis on bridal party wardrobes and honeymoon plans at some five-star tourist resort in some faraway land, this wedding day was vintage Roberto-elegant and simple with beautiful surroundings. That evening we all enjoyed a wonderful celebration of their marriage at their home-with plenty of grappa of course.
Some Final Thoughts
Some of my most recent memories of Roberto are still fresh in my mind. The last meal I enjoyed with him took place at the CDC in Las Vegas about a month before he passed away. Several months before that, we spent an amazing day together touring the environs of Kathmandu in Nepal, and several months before that, a group of us, which included my wife Joan, were guided by Roberto on a day-hike in Chamonix. In a 2017 e-mail, shortly after he passed away, Cristina provided a summary that perfectly captures the essence of my relationship with Roberto: She described it as "beautiful moments spent together, the fun we had together, the fun you and Roberto had in working together, talking incessantly, having fun, running, writing, conjecturing. It was not work, it was passion and fun and real friendship."
I still recall the first thoughts that entered my mind when I received the sad news that he unexpectedly passed away: "His life ended doing exactly one of the activities that he loved: ski mountaineering." Finally, I should also note that he was recently honored with a small memorial ceremony attended by close friends. This took place precisely at the place where his life abruptly ended-Rifugio Jervis, a small mountain hut outside Ceresole. We will all miss Roberto Tempo. May he rest in peace.
Very Early blood Sugar Control n important part of the homeostatic mechanism for the regulation of blood sugar and blood insulin is the level of the blood sugar itself. This paper will describe a servo-mechanism which utilizes this principle for feedback control of blood sugar. The system employs an Autoanalyzer set up for continuous blood sugar monitoring, an original newly developed feedback control unit, and a pair of portable servo-operated syringe pump assemblies.
The technique of continuous chemical analysis in humans gives promise of real value. Applied to physiologic monitoring and control of blood glucose, it provides a new and valuable tool for the study of labile diabetes and related metabolic problems. We are investigating miniaturization and microminiaturization with an eye to that future time when such a device could be implanted or worn by a patient.
-A.H. Kadish "Automation control of blood sugar a servomechanism for glucose monitoring and control," ASAIO Journal, vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 363-367, 1963 . 
